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A Message from Father Gary Brethour

Dear Parents,
We have just
celebrated the Resurrection of Jesus, and continue to do so
throughout the Easter season.
The Resurrection of Jesus is at the
core of our Christian faith.
Every Sunday of the year is in a
true sense a celebration of Easter.
Sunday worship is central to our
lives. Through our communal
worship on Sunday (and every
time we go to Mass) we encounter
and touch and are taught by the
Risen Jesus, Savior of the world.
It struck me last week as we read
Luke 24:13-35 at daily Mass.
(This is the account of Jesus
meeting the two disciples on the
road to Emmaus.) How did the
two disciples finally recognize
Jesus? In the breaking of the
Bread. How do we recognize the
Risen Jesus and come to know
Him more intimately? Same answer. In the breaking of the
Bread. That is the Eucharist.
Allow me to quote a blog I found
that provides a nice summary of
Luke 24:13-35.
“After Jesus met the dejected disciples on the Emmaus Road he
leads them in the very first Christian Bible Study, explaining to

them that the message of Moses
and the Prophets is that the Son of
Man had to suffer and enter into
his glory. (I might note here that,
as an Evangelical, I would have
supposed that this would be the
moment that the disciples would
experience the thunderbolt epiphany and realize what was going
on.) However, the disciples remain clueless even after this divinely led walk through the Bible. So they invite the Risen
Christ to stay with them, still not
realizing who he is. He agrees,
setting the scene for this moment:
‘When he was at table with them,
he took the bread and blessed, and
broke it, and gave it to them. And
their eyes were opened and they
recognized him.’ (Luke 24:3031)”
“It is in the Eucharistic gesture—
the breaking of the bread—that
the disciples finally have their
eyes opened and see him for who
he truly is. Not surprisingly then,
Luke (and the early Church) see
the Eucharist at the heart of their
worship. That is why Luke tells
us: ‘And they devoted themselves
to the apostles’ teaching and fellowship, to the breaking of bread
and the prayers.’ (Acts 2:42)”
“One of the earliest titles given to
the Eucharistic banquet is ‘the
breaking of bread’.
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1st—Special Education meeting with
McCook Public Schools in St. Patrick
Library
2nd—School Confessions
Spring Concert & Art Show 7:00 p.m.
3rd—8th Grade Retreat in Indianola
May Crowning 2:30
6th—10th—Teacher Appreciation
Week
6th—Upper Grades Awards 2:35
7th—7th Grade Heritage Walk
8th—Last Day for 8th Grade
5th Grade tour Frank Lloyd Wright
Home
9th and 10th—8th Grade Field Trip to
Lincoln
9th– Pre-School Graduation 6:00
p.m10th—4th Grade Field Trip to
North Platte
11th—8th Grade Graduation 6:00
p.m. Mass
McCook Sr. High Graduation
13th—Lower Grade Awards
16th—Last Day of School
17th—Teacher Work Day
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It is such an unobtrusive title that many nonEucharistic Christians never notice it when they
read Acts 2. ‘The breaking of bread and the
prayers’ refers not to little informal holy potlucks
by believers who just like to get together to share
lunch but to the liturgy of the Eucharist. To be
sure, the Church met in informal surroundings
like the houses of believers (since there were no
church buildings back then) but it was always
liturgical. This makes sense really, since liturgy
was the only form of communal prayer known to
the Jews of antiquity. And liturgy is not a thing
imposed on freedom-loving ‘simple Christians’ by
hierarchs, bureaucrats and priestcraft. It is a thing
that springs up naturally (and supernaturally) from
the Jewish soil of the Church, since Judaism is
itself a rich liturgical tradition. That is why the
word ‘liturgy’ means ‘the work of the
people.’ Worship is the work of the people and
Jesus—the Bread of Life who was broken for our
sake—is the object of our worship, the sacrifice
we offer and the food we receive from God.”
(Eucharist: The Breaking of Bread, National
Catholic Register, Mark Shea blog. Feb. 11, 2010.)

With summer vacation just weeks away, please
remember to “Keep Holy the Lord’s Day.” Just as
the first Christians, and down through the ages,
devout Christians have known what it means to
truly follow and worship Jesus. They met together
on “the first day of the week” for “the breaking of
the Bread.” Please attend your church’s services
through the busy summer months. Our vocation as
followers of the Risen Lord Jesus does not end
during vacation.
If we need added motivation, consider the fallen
angels, now called the demons. What happened
with them? They would not worship God.
We are so blessed to live as children of God.
Come let us worship.
Have a holy and safe summer.
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Sun

Mon

5

6

Tue

7

Upper Grades

Awards 2:30

7th Grade Her-

itage Walk
2nd Grade Bank
Tour 9:15

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1 Special Ed
meeting with
McCook Public
Schools @
St. Pat’s
Library
3:45 p.m.

2 School

3

4

May
Crowning 2:30

Confessions

Spring Music Pro- 8th Grade Retreat
gram and Art Show following Mass
7:00 p.m.
1st Friday
7 pm - Midnight
Adult Eucharistic
Adoration

8

9 Pre School
5th Grade tour
Graduation 6:00
Frank Lloyd Wright p.m.
home

10

4th Grade
field trip to North
Platte

11

8th Grade
Graduation
6:00 pm Mass

8th Grade last day

8th Grade Field Trip to Lincoln

12 McCook High

13 Lower Grades
School Graduation Awards 2:30

14

19

20

21

22

26

27

28

29

Prayer Picnic

15

16

K—4 over lunch

17

Last day of

School 1:00 pm
Dismissal

Day

23

24

30 Ascension

31

Teacher Work

18

25

Thursday
Holy Day of
Obligation

June 2019

April 2019
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
BY MRS. REBECCA REDL

Wow, it is almost time to end another school year. Where
has the time gone? I am so proud of our students’
accomplishments, their growth and their willingness to
continue to work hard through these final days. We have a
great group of students that walk the halls of St. Patrick
School and I am very, very proud of them.

Coach J

I hope you find time this summer to help your students to
continue to grow spiritually with opportunities to spend
some time learning about God. Our Diocese has available
Camp Kateri Tekakwitha, which offers SKY Camp, Camping
with the Marians and Leadership Camp with great and fun
opportunities for our young to learn to live their faith.
Our parish offers Totus Tuus, June 23-28 which gives our
students a week-long opportunity to grow in their
relationship with Jesus, plus spend fun times with new
friends. Even though summer break is a break from school,
we should never stop learning educationally and
spiritually. Make time for Jesus this summer. May your
family have a blessed and holy summer vacation and I look
forward to what next year brings. God bless you all.

JENIFER JACOBS
LIBRARIAN—TRACK COACH
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MRS. LORI HILKER
VOCAL MUSIC K-8
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
I can’t believe we are nearly done with this school year!

Maryann Elizabeth and Becca receive a Superior rating and
a 2nd place medal for their Mixed Instrumental Trio

The Spring Music
and Art Show
is TUESDAY,
MAY 2nd in the gym at 7 p.m. Band students should be here be 6:35 to
warm up and tune. All other students are to be in their classrooms at
6:40. St. Patrick green polo with khaki pants (not shorts).
Congratulations to our 5th – 8th grade students on the results from Music Contest in Cambridge April 5th. I was very pleased with how our students performed and behaved. I need to extend a big THANK YOU to
Cassie Spencer for being our driver/room monitor, and to Jennifer Liess
for helping out with room supervision!

Ratings categories are: S = Superior; E = Excellent, and G = Good.
Divisions were: Elementary and Junior High

Performer(s)
Sabrina Vrbas
Addy Neal
Jaylea Walgren
Jaylea Walgren &

Type
JH Vocal Solo
Elem. Flute Solo
Elem Vocal Solo

Rating
Superior *
Excellent
Superior *

Elem Trumpet Duet

Excellent

Elem Trombone Solo

Superior

Elizabeth, Becca, Maryann
Carter, Leah, Sabrina

Mixed Instr. Trio
Mixed Instr. Trio

Superior *
Excellent

Caleb Shaw

JH Baritone Solo

Excellent

Madison Wilcox
Reese Gillespie

Jaylea and Madison are ready for their trumpet duet.

*Sabrina Vrbas was the 2nd place medalist in JH Girls Solos.
*Jaylea Walgren was the 2nd place medalist in Elem. Girls Solos.

Carter passes the time
during
some
downtime
at the music contest.

*6th Grade Mixed Instrumental Ensemble placed 2nd overall
in Mixed Instrument Groups.

Make some music
this summer!!
More photos to follow in supplement.
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KINDERGARTEN
MRS. TONI GERVER

It is hard to believe that May is here already! Our Kinders have
grown so much this year! I am so proud of all they have
accomplished and it will be so hard to let them move on to first
grade!

K—8 PHYSICAL EDUCATION

There will be a LOT of learning happening this last month of
school. In math we are working with money and time. They are
both difficult topics so extra help at home would be great! We
have learned many sight words and are becoming very good
readers. The more practice we get, the better readers we will
become.

First and for most I want to thank the families and all the
school children for their prayers and support this year. Knowing I had my school family and kids to come back to was my
greatest motivator since surgery. In the lower grades we celebrated the coming end of the year with a Power Hour in each
grade. Students voted on their two favorite activities to participate in and brought healthy snacks and a drink to refuel. Upper grades have been working on Physical Fitness’ Testing and
a lot of time outside involved in 4-square to football. We had
another successful year raising a little over $1500.00. Our top
two fund raisers were Hailey Smalley at $285.00 and Kevin
Wolfe at $271.00. Students raising more than $50.00 dollars
enjoyed a snack and Bowling Party with the eighth grade. Have
a great summer. I look forward to seeing you all back in August.

Please help your child practice reading, writing, and counting
over the summer. It will help them greatly when first grade
begins.
I have enjoyed watching our little learners bloom this year. I hope
your summer will be full of learning experiences. A lot of learning
can happen outside of the classroom!

MRS. AMANDA PETERSON
1ST GRADE
Wow….it is so hard to believe May is already here!
This year has just flown by and we have grown and
learned so much! First grade is a very busy year and
the kids have worked so hard to become good
readers and I am so proud of all of them! We only
have a few short weeks left in the classroom and I
am really encouraging the kids to pay attention and
work hard when we are in the classroom - but have
fun and play hard when we are not! School can be
stressful for some kids and summer is a time for kids
to be kids and just relax. However, we have worked
so very hard this school year in learning to read so
please make reading a book part of your summer to
do list! Go to the library, read to them before bed,
read in the park or in the cool AC of the house.
Reading does not have to be work, so try to make it
fun and keep reading this summer!

The 1st and 3rd Grade students participated in the
bicycle rodeo. Before riding,
they attended a presentation on bike safety. Several
prizes were awarded to students.

I am sad because my time with these sweet kiddos is
almost over, but I smile because I am blessed to have
had the opportunity to spend this school year with
them! I hope to see you all around town this
summer!
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Spirit Catholic Radio announced that Mya won Honorable
Mention in the 2019 School Calendar Art Contest. The
theme was ”Why I Love My Catholic Faith”. Congratulations, Mya—great job!

The 2nd Grade Class learned about Native American homes.
Here they display the tee pees they created.
Mrs. Nokes
brought her
son’s pigs to
school to visit.
Shown here
with Marving
Brekkand and
Kade are
Shaggy and
Pheobe.
Cole and Braxton chose to
make adobe homes, while
Jaxyn chose a longhome.

Our amazing 3rd grade students
authored their own books!
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MS. KHALEY LEE

MRS. LINDA BREWSTER

2ND GRADE

3RD GRADE
2ND GRADE RELIGION

May already! Where has this year gone? Our second
graders have been working hard as we continue to push until the
last days of the school year. In science we are learning about our
senses and how often we rely on them for various tasks. We
finished out our unit on 3 digits in math. Over the summer
please practice those addition and subtraction facts as it will
greatly benefit your student when they begin learning multiplication in third grade! I have loved watching your kiddos make
strides this year and will be excited to hear about their summer
vacation when we return in August! Happy summer!

It is hard to believe that we are almost finished with this year.
It has been a busy and happy year! Please check with your
child to see which prayers they need to finish memorizing in
order to go on the picnic. Practice the prayers they do not
know yet at bedtime each night.

MNB staff visted
the 2nd and 3rd
Grade students
for “Learning to
Save Day”. Pictured

MRS. LAYNE SALAS
4TH GRADE

I cannot believe that this year is coming to an
end! It has flown by!
This 4th grade class has grown so much since the
beginning of the year. We have learned lots and I
hope that they remember some of it for the next
years to come. We have been working hard on
converting units in math. They have done great!
I’m so impressed at how they have caught on. We
have also started learning about different types of
rocks in science. We are excited to keep learning
and finish out the year strong.
It has been a wonderful year with this bunch of
4th graders! So glad I had the opportunity to teach
each and every one of them!

A “Math Magic” was presented to the 3rd and 4th Grade students by
McCook High School students, including former students Gabe Sehnert,
Elizabeth Barenberg and Maddy Hinze.
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4th Grade Farm Visit 2019

BIOES
made by 5th Grade

9

Anti-bullying
concert
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MS. KRISTI GESCHWENTNER
5TH GRADE HOMEROOM
evaluating the use of flashbacks in storytelling. They
continue to work on spelling, vocabulary, and writing skill,
but have completed their last monthly AR requirements,
many successfully earning ALL components of their end-ofyear banana splits!

ADVANCED READING– READING 5-7
ENGLISH 5—MATH 6

Advanced Reading

Math 6

Here we are, approaching the end of another school year!
Students in Eighth Grade Advanced Reading have just
wrapped up their study of No Promises in the Wind by Irene
Hunt, their ninth and final novel of the year. They studied
plot, theme, characters, and writing techniques utilized, as
well as new vocabulary/spelling words. After a final
vocabulary test and a final exam over the characters and
events of the novel, students began work on a final
reflection of their year in Advanced Reading. We’ll round
out the year with some fun activities involving students’ alltime favorite books and spelling words of their choosing.
I’ve watched these kids grow up before my eyes these past
four years, and I’ll enjoy seeing what they choose to take on
in high school!

Students in Sixth Grade Math are currently learning/
reviewing aspects of Geometry. Lessons have focused on
identifying – and correctly labeling – points, lines, and
planes; measuring and classifying angles; and identifying
and classifying triangles and polygons. Students have
learned to use equations to find angle complements and
supplements and missing triangle measurements. The
remainder of the unit will involve using proportions to test
congruency and similarity in geometric figures, and then
students will take a final chapter test. I encourage all
students to stop in after school for help with corrections or
just to make sure they’re on the right track with homework.
I’m here until 4:00 every day to help them if they need it!
Reading 5

Reading 7

Unit 6 for Fifth Grade Reading involves selections in a
“magazine” entitled Reading Adventures. Students have
been reading plays, poems, and adventure stories – all
about animals – and they’re loving it! Recently, fifth graders
wrote their own animal adventure story and will spend
some time in the next couple of weeks sharing these with
classmates. They’ve completed their last AR requirements
for the school year, with every single fifth grader earning
ALL pieces of their banana splits! These kids deserve a big
high five! They’ve worked hard this year and have adapted
quite well to the upper grades. Please encourage them to
stay in the habit of reading over the summer break!

th

As we begin to wrap up this school year, students in 7
Grade Reading continue to work their way through the
curriculum. They’re currently reading their third selection in
an in-depth study of the 1911 fire at the New York City
Triangle Factory. Students have been comparing primary
and secondary sources, the perspectives of the selections,
and the genres of history writing and historical fiction.
They’re very interested in the topic and are always eager to
discuss the readings. They’ll finish their study with a writing
assignment and a final test over the selections.
Seventh graders also continue to work on writing, spelling,
and vocabulary skills, as well as reading for AR and
completing a book report each month. Their last AR points
are due on May 10! By meeting their monthly AR goals, they
are earning their end-of-year banana splits.
Reading 6
Sixth Grade Reading students will finish the school year with
Collection 5 “Decisions That Matter.” In this unit, sixth
graders are exploring how and why people make certain
choices in their lives. They’ve compared a memoir and a
biography, both on retired Army General Colin Powell, and
are currently reading a short story based on the 1954
Supreme Court ruling Brown v. Board of Education.
Students are examining mood, making inferences, and
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MR. JIM HALL AND MRS. CATHY JONES
MATH 7—8; ALGEBRA 8
As the school year winds down, we – Mr. Hall and Mrs.
Jones – would like to thank you for your cooperation and
support given toward the education of your student. We
have had an enjoyable and rewarding year working with
your sons and daughters. One can see how support from
home affects your child’s learning. It is awesome! Mr.
Hall and Mrs. Jones still enjoy younger minds and their
more active bodies! We have maintained the math
instruction given in the past and feel good about the
learning achieved for the most part.

We will address calculator use by them in the fall. They
currently are learning about graphing in the coordinate
plane and will have their last test shortly. The pre-algebra
students are about to finish up linear functions and
graphing and will also be taking their last test soon. In
algebra we just completed the test on factoring and are
now simplifying radicals and solving quadratic equations.
It is tough to jump from seventh grade math directly into
algebra skipping eighth grade math, but they have
accepted the challenge and should be more than ready for
the math classes at the high school.

The seventh grade class has been slightly ahead the whole
year. We have not given our annual “calculator test” as
we feel they make a few too many mistakes in
computation and need the practice as well as the focus.

We would like to wish everyone a joyful, fun filled
summer. But don’t forget: you do not have permission to
forget – especially math!

The 8th Grade
Class recently
visited McCook
Public High
School to register for classes for
the 2019-2020
school year.

FATHER KENNETH WEHRS
RELIGION 7 & 8
Continuing with our massive unit on the Eucharist we
began learning about the Mass itself. We described
and defined each of the parts of the church building,
including all of the names and purposes of the church
furnishings. Then we looked at all of the vessels, books,
and vestments used by the priest and other ministers of
the Mass. To cap this chapter off, we took a short field
trip to the church to identify the (over 50!) different
items we talked about in class. Continuing on with the
next chapter, we began to study the words and actions
of the Mass itself. Beginning with the introductory rites,

we broke down each part and its meaning. Then moving on to the Liturgy of the Word, we learned how
God is present in his Word at the Mass and what each
action means. We will continue with the Liturgy of the
Eucharist next and finish up the unit with the Concluding
Rites of the Mass. I hope you and your families are
enjoying a blessed Easter Season. May God bless you.
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MRS. LANAE FRITSCH
EIGHTH HOMEROOM,
SOCIAL STUDIES 5—8, MATH 5

half of the class said they would like to learn more about the
Presidents and the Civil War. In the next week or two we will be
5th Grade Math
working on our final papers for the 2018-2019 school year. The
students will write about what they have learned in Social
The 5th grade class has really excelled since the beginning of the Studies class this year. If you have a 5th grader, please ask them
year in Math. I am so proud of them for keeping open minds
to read their report to you when they bring it home. I am always
and trying their best at all the new information we have learned surprised as I am sure you will be at what they have learned. It
this year. I am pretty sure the fifth graders were really surprised has been a great year and I am looking forward to having these
at how in-depth we went into Geometry this year. This included students in 6th grade Social Studies next year.
perimeters, circumferences, areas of circles and polygons, angle
measurements, line measurements, and integers, ordering
6th Grade Social Studies
numbers and graphing.
The sixth graders finished up with exploring Europe and its rich
To finish up the year we will be reviewing counting money,
culture and now we moved on over to Russia and the Asian
measurements, and a review on fractions. Yes, I will be setting
countries including Japan, China, Korea, and many others. The
up a store and each student will be able to attend the store and sixth graders put this as one of their continents they wanted to
show off their skills at counting money. This year has flown by
study before the end of the year. Ask your 6th grade students
th
and I have really enjoyed this class of 5 grade students. It has
been a very rewarding and learning year for all of us. Remember
to have your student continue practicing their multiplication and
division factors. IXL is also a great program for all of them to
continue over the summer. Have a great summer vacation and
see you all next year.
History Day 2019
The History Day for 5th – 8th
graders was a huge success and I
am hoping to continue this for
the 5th & 6th graders next year.
Thank You to everyone who
came and viewed our project
boards and listened to the
students as they explained their
projects. This year was one of
the biggest turn outs we have
had for History Day! The
students put their heart and soul
into their reports and projects. I
was so very proud of them. All
their hard work definitely paid
off.

about the different cultures, religions, and beliefs in the
different countries in Asia as they are compared to the United
States. I am sure you will be surprised at their answers.
Our pen pals from McCook Community College invited us to the
college for a lunch and activities. Throughout this year we have
exchanged letters with 14 International Exchange students that
are attending MCC. We would like to thank all of our pen pals
and Shannon Corder for giving us the opportunity to expand our
5th Grade Social Studies
knowledge of other countries and meet all the International
I can see the excitement and
students.
interest in the 5th graders as we are studying about pre-civil war, When I informed them that next year in 7th grade we will be
slavery, and the Underground Railroad. I am amazed at not only studying civics and our government the first semester and the
the piqued interest, but the previous knowledge the 5th graders second semester we will study the American Revolution, the
have on slavery, pre-Civil war, and the Presidents of the United French and Indian war, and pre-civil war they were very excited.
States. At the start of this year, I asked the students “What they This is a very diverse group of students and I am looking forward
would like to learn or study before the end of the year?” Over
to having them in 7th grade next year.
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7th Grade Social Studies
The seventh graders have flown through the American Revolution, the Westward Expansion, and we will finish up with precivil war. It has been a fabulous year with this group of students. I have enjoyed all of our debates as I am sure the 7 th
graders have also. They have been very informational and a
great learning experience for all six of them. The seventh graders are very opinionated, but they always back-up their beliefs
with examples and facts. It has been a rewarding learning experience with these six students. They will be my homeroom
eighth grade students next year and I am looking forward to
learning and growing with them in the 2019 – 2020 school year.

8th Grade Social Studies
“Meet the 2018 Graduates!” Jaymie Steinmetz, Ean Beavers,
Beau Bieker, Layten Bortner, Carsyn Craig, Amber Gonzales,
Taylor Jacobs, Carter Larson, Olivia Meixner, Sara Peterson,
Natalie Roberts, Christina Schaben, Lainey Schmidt, Leah Spencer, Sabrina Vrbas, Weston Walgren, and Ambrose Weyeneth.
It is a very exciting time for these seventeen eighth grade graduates! I am really going to miss them. I have had the pleasure of
teaching them for four years. It has been a very rewarding
learning experience this year. I have seen them grow in their
knowledge, maturity, and observed how each one has taken an
active role in being mentors and role models for the rest of the
students. If you see them, let them know how proud you are of
them. I wish them all Good Luck and God Bless each one. 8th
graders, please stop in and visit when you have a chance. I will
miss having you in my homeroom every day!
More Track and Field Meet photos, History Day Photos and more in the Newsletter Photo Supplement!
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5TH SCIENCE

MRS GALE SLATTERY

ENGLISH 6—8

HEAD COOK

Science 5
Studying weather has been fascinating for both the students and me. We’ve
explored different storms and what triggers their formation. Students learned
that differences in air pressure, colliding air masses, jet streams, land and sea
winds, and warm and cold fronts must all be considered to predict the
weather even somewhat accurately and then just one small change in any of
these can completely change the weather system. No wonder weathermen’s
predictions are so often incorrect. It’s been an exciting year learning with
these inquisitive students.
English 6
These eager students took my words to heart at the beginning of the year. I
told them that I would present grammar to them in a more logical fashion,
and if they listened, their testing scores would dramatically increase. That is
exactly what happened, and I am very proud of them. They have not only
been an eager, well-behaved group in the classroom but also very fun and
respectful. Always they look forward to writing assignments, and their skills
have also greatly increased in that area.
English 7
This bright group of students is finishing up the last of their grammar lessons
and will finish out the year with writing assignments. Recently they wrote
either a letter of gratitude, complaint, or information to a business of their
choice, and they are now awaiting replies.
English 8
Check out the students’ Place Poems hanging in the middle hallway. They’re
swell! It’s always amazing to see students become successful with poetry.
They’ve just finished writing small group stories and will finish the year with
an eighth-grade story which includes everyone in their class as characters. I
wish them many blessings in their future education at the high school.
Reading 8
Reading test scores have improved! Yippee! Presently the students are
reading The Giver, a book which will truly make them think. Before reading,
the students had to answer questions about whether they thought it would
be better to live in a safe environment or a free one. After reading the book,
the students will answer the same questions. I’m betting their eyes will have
been opened, and many will answer differently second time round. They will
write a thesis over the book and include in-text citations to reinforce that
newly learned skill.
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I hope everyone had a wonderful Easter! It
was a beautiful weekend! Now we are on the
downhill slide for school! There aren’t many
days left. That means final lunch bills will be
coming soon. Please try to send money if you
know or think your accounts might be low.
You can call the kitchen at 345-5542 before
10am or after 1pm on school days to check. I
will continue to send notices home to try to
keep your balances from getting too large. The
final bill will be a different color to hopefully
catch your attention. It will have your estimated final balance assuming your child(ren) will
be eating hot lunch. Please be sure to pay the
final bill BEFORE the end of the school year. It
helps for final accounting in the kitchen.
All of us in the kitchen have enjoyed seeing the
students every day. We wish everyone a happy, healthy and fun filled summer! God Bless!

100 Years 1919—2019
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St. Patrick School
celebrated the
schools’ 100th
anniversary with
St. Patrick’s Day
fun wearable
decorations, a
jeans day, and a
pizza party that
the students
earned with GIFT
Gala raffle ticket
sales.

Principals do it all, especially our
principal at St. Patrick School,
such as help out with shamrock
earrings, like Mrs. Redl in the
above photo. The staff and students made Principal’s Day a fun
day with drawings of Mrs. Redl by
the 3rd grade (right), books about
Mrs. Redl by the Kindergarten,
1st and 2nd Grades, and lots
more special gifts from other
classes and fun throughout the
day.

Track 2019 more photos in supplement
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100 Years 1919—2019

MRS. DEONNE HINZ
ART K—8; COMPUTER 5—8

Please come and see all of the amazing
art your students have created
throughout the year at the Spring Music
Program and Art Show, Thursday, May
2nd, 7:00 p.m. The hallways and the
gym are alive with beautiful creatures
and creations designed and made by the
students at Saint Patrick School. ENJOY!

A work in progress! Come see the
finished work of art at the program.

5th Grade Band practicing for
Spring Concert

Lance Koenig received a gift certificate prize as
award for winning the 2019 VFW 3rd Grade
city wide coloring contest. He was awarded his
prize by JoAnne Nemechek representing the
VFW.
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News of the Little Knights
A.M. Class building with marshmallows and toothpicks.

MRS. LAURA BRODD
PRESCHOOL
It’s hard to believe the school year is already coming to an end. We’ve had
so much fun learning this year! During April, we celebrated Bentley, Lexi,
Asher, and Elliot’s birthdays. We learned about letters W, V, Y, and X. We
read scholastic magazines about bunnies, insects, plants, and summer. We
made crosses and bunnies for Easter. We also grew beans in a bag and
started planting grass!
In the toddler class, we celebrated Ryder’s May birthday. We made W
webs, V volcanos, yarn Y’s and X x-rays. We made crosses and chicks for
Easter! We practiced more colors and learned what happens when we mix
some of the colors. We also practiced our shapes.

Fr. Litt and Jacob
playing a game
on the Smartboard

In both the toddler and preschool classes, we learned about the life cycles
of chicks and caterpillars by hatching them in our classroom. We also practiced our five senses using marshmallow peeps! We had our St. Jude Trike
A Thon in all of the classes during April, and we learned all about bike safety and raised $1,173 for St. Jude!
We will have graduation on May 9th at 6:00 in the gym and welcome all
who want to attend.
Little Knights will also be having summer camp for the months of June and
July. If you are interested, the information is on the school website or
Little Knights Facebook page.
Thank you everyone for such an AWESOME year!

Toddler Class at the Trike A Thon

P.M. Class at the
Trike A Thon

Our Easter
crosses.
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100
100 Years
Years 1919—2019
1919—2019

MAY MENU
Saint Patrick School

Sun

5

Mon

6

12

KG Menu
Chicken Nuggets
Mashed Potatoes
Vegetable
Strawberries
Dinner Roll
Ice Cream
Milk

13

HAPPY
MOTHER’S
DAY

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

1 Chicken and Rice
Casserole
Vegetable
Fruit
Roll
Milk

2 Teriyaki Beef Bites
Fried Rice
Vegetables
Fruit
Birthday Cake
Milk

3

7 Deli Sandwich on
Flatbread
Fresh Vegetables
Fruit
Milk

8 Walking Tacos
Beans
Salsa
Fruit
Tortilla Chips
Milk

9

10

14

15

16

PBJ Sandwich
Vegetables
Fruit
Milk

COOK’S

Pasta
Spaghetti Sauce w/
Meat
Vegetables
Fruit
Breadstick
Milk
Hot Dogs
Milk

Mini Cheese
Ravioli
Spaghetti Sauce
Salad
Fruit
Breadstick
Milk

Sat
4

11

COOK’S
CHOICE

17

18

25

COOK’S

CHOICE

CHOICE

19

20

21

22

23

24

26

27

28

29

30

31

MEMORIAL

FEAST OF THE
ASCENSION

DAY

*Menu Subject to Change*
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
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